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Abstract — The initial stage of gastrulation, an early stage of 

embryogenesis, is called invagination, or primitive streak 

formation. In the first part of the paper, we analyse by using 

image processing techniques the cell deformation and motion in 

he Drosophila melanogaster embryo searching to delimit the first 

period of invagination without proliferation. Then, in a second 

part, we propose a biomechanical model, based only on the 

consideration of elastic and contractile forces exerted on cell 

walls and on the centrosome through the combination of myosin 

contraction and cytoskeleton rigidity. Numerical simulations of 

this model made during the period of gastrulation without 

proliferation suggest that the model adequately simulates in-vivo 

cell behaviour, showing the start of the streak formation at the 

two extremities of the embryo cylinder, followed by a 

propagation of the invagination to its central part. 

  

Keywords: cell contouring, cell counting, gastrulation, 

biomechanical model, streak formation, invagination simulation  

The living organisms are very complex – part digital and part 

analogy mechanisms. J. von Neumann [1]. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

During the morphogenesis of the gastrula, the second step of 

the embryogenesis after the blastula stage, we observe in the 

majority of the animal development dynamics, the following 

phenomena: i) the cell motion is partly guided by chemotaxis, 

in order to supply their substrate demand, and also to respect 

the epigenetic architecture ruled by morphogens, ii) the cell 

shape is due to a constriction controlled by cell differentiation 

and iii) the final gastric tube is obtained from cell proliferation 

relaxing the forces exerted on the cell plasmic membrane and 

optimizing the cellular “nutritive Area / inner Volume” (A/V) 

ratio. Concerning the differentiation process, some cells of the 

embryo start to take the shape of a bottle (bottle or flask cells), 

decreasing the surface at the interface with their nourishment 

fluid. At the end of the gastrulation, these bottle cells start to 

divide and grow, increasing their A/V ratio. In this paper, we 

are attempting firstly to follow by using image processing 

techniques the first phase of the gastrulation made of pure cell 
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motion causing the invagination without any proliferation, and 

secondly to show that the cell constriction results in a streak 

starting on the two extremities of the embryo and propagating 

secondly to its central part. In order to simulate the initiation 

of this phenomenon, we use exclusively laws of physics and 

mechanics. For this purpose, we have created a three-

dimensional biomechanical model consisting of a group of 

cells, forming a structure with two areas: a cylindrical rigid 

area representing the main embryo body and two curved 

hemispheric areas constituting the embryo extremities. Each 

cell is modelled by a set of Newtonian contour particles 

defining the surface mesh and an inner particle, located at the 

geometric centre of the cell, mimicking the centrosome. 

Elastic forces are used to model the rigidifying effect of the 

tubulin and actin cytoskeleton, and contractile forces to model 

the action of the myosin fibers. In addition, we have modelled 

the role of the cadherins by connecting contour particles of 

adjacent cells. Finally, in order to ensure the symmetry from a 

partial mesh representing only a part of the embryo, we have 

applied boundary conditions to the particles located at the 

lateral extremity edges of the simulated structure. This 

biomechanical model shows that the inner folding starts at the 

curved area and then propagates to the rigid one, in accordance 

with the in vivo process. To compare these results with in vivo 

experiments, we have monitored the displacement of the 

centrosome and the cell A/V ratio. Our numerical experiments 

made during the time lag observed through the microscopic 

imaging without proliferation suggest that our model 

adequately simulates thge in-vivo cell behaviour. In a first 

part, we present image processing techniques and results 

obtained by applying them on gastrulation microscopic 

recording of Drosophila melanogaster embryo from [2-6]. In a 

second part, we describe the biomechanical model of streak 

formation and the third Section will be devoted to the 

presentation of numerical simulations confronted to real 

images of the first invagination stage of the gastrulation. 

II. IMAGE PROCESSING 

2.1. Image processing techniques: cell countouring and 

counting 

Many cell-based research studies require the counting of cells 

prior to beginning an experiment.  Estimation of cell density in 

various regions of embryo is thus an integral part of such 

studies. Profile counts or stereological techniques could be 

used to have an estimate of the cell density in a particular 

region. The regions where cell density increases enormously 





3.2 The model 

Each cell evolves following the mechanical laws:  

1) the sum of the orthogonal forces exerted on the cell walls is 

equal to its mass (proportional to its inner area) times its 

orthogonal (to the wall) acceleration. The external forces are 

the resultant of the extracellular (Pext) and intracellular (Pint) 

pressure, the contact forces being exerted by the neighbouring 

cells (sharing a part or the whole of the wall) exerted by other 

cells and the internal force is due to the cell pressure exerted 

via the cyto-skeleton and the plasmic membrane [7]. Each 

force is equal to a coefficient (e.g. the physical pressure) times 

the length of the wall on which it is exerted 

2) If we suppose that the initial cell configuration is in an 

equilibrium state, we calculate an admissible set of parameters 

values respecting this equilibrium 

3) Then, we leave the cell system evolve depending on the 

energetic balance ruling the cytoskeleton apical 

polymerization [4-6] controlled by a specific genetic 

regulatory network comprizing essentially concertina (cta), 

actin, myosin, Rho and RhoGEF genes [7-10], by choosing a 

small time step, by updating sequentially each cell and by 

calculating their displacements respecting the no-overlapping 

rule. At each step we update the cell common walls by 

supposing that cell contacts are close, ensured between cells 

by cadherins and gap junctions [11,12], and with the extra-

cellular matrix by integrins and adhesins. Cell motion involves 

a change in its inner area: we suppose that growth occurs 

where internal forces Fint are larger than  external ones Fext 

(cell has to be stretched), as for constrained growth in 

continuous media mechanics. When the external forces 

dominate, the cell is supposed compressible and can be 

constricted. The cells divide longitudinally or laterally when 

their ratio perimeter over area is too small [13-17]. 

 

Figure 3: Left: cell contraction due to myosin (experiments [36]). Centre: 

progressive invagination and streak formation. Right: myosin diffusion along 

a directrix of the cylindric part of the embryo (green arrow) provoking the 

invagination before the tube closure (red star). The zero-diffusion domain for 

myosin is indicated in yellow. 
 

The revolution symmetry breaking consists in making two 

cylinders inside the embryo cylinder, one coming from the 

ventral furrow and giving the digestive tube (this phase is 

called gastrulation) and the other coming from the dorsal 

furrow and giving the neural tube (this phase is called 

neurulation). The first gastrulation step consist in an apical 

concentration overfluctuation of one of the cytoskeleton 

components (myosin, actin, tubulin,...) or one of the enzymes 

(ADenylate Kinase - ADK - or Nucleoside Diphosphate 

Kinase - NDK) or one of the energy molecules (ATP, GTP) 

involved [18-23]. This apical overconcentration diffuses and 

reaches the extremities [11,12] of the cylindric portion of the 

embryo at which gap junctions are less important with the 

cells of the "hemispheric" terminations. Then two first bottle 

cells can appear at the two extremities of the diffusion line, 

then this first contraction can propagate until the center of the 

cylindric part as noticed in [11,12] during the 6 first hours of 

the gastrulation in Drosophila melanogaster. After this first 

phase of the ventral furrow formation, for regularizing the 

tensegrity forces, based on a synergy between balanced 

tension and compression components of cells, first divisions 

occur from extremities to center by applying the first Thom's 

cell law. We can simulate such a process on a transversal slice 

of the embryo and reproduce the invagination of the 

gastrulation from both the contraction and consecutively the 

proliferation phases. 

The end of the cell and tissue growth stops correspond to the 

end of the morphogenesis process: this can be observed when 

the second Thom's tissue law is applicable (the surface to 

volume ratio of an organ becoming adverse) or when the organ 

is completely covered by an anatomic boundary like an 

aponeurosis made of fibrous cells or an autoassemblage of 

extracellular ingredients.  

In both these cases, a couple of morphogens acting often 

simultaneously in opposite (e.g. a couple of activator and 

inhibitor like BMP-7 and BMP-2 in feather morphogenesis in 

the chicken [24-27] can induce the chemotactic motion of 

fibroblats or the biosynthesis of the elements constituting the 

auto-assemblage (like proteins and phospholipids). The fact 

that for a certain value of their viscosity ratio, the morphogens 

can coexist for a relatively long time in a precise location can 

greatly favor the birth of anatomic organ boundaries. 

II. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS  

The myosin is supposed to diffuse in all directions from a cell 

in which an excess of myosin is synthesized caused by random 

fluctuations over-expressing its gene, notably along a directrix 





V. CONCLUSION 

 

We given in this paper some examples (centred around the 

gastrulation process) concerning different steps of 

morphogenesis modelling from experimental acquisition of 

pertinent data until the interpretation in a mathematical 

framework of the dynamic or the geometric features of  

observed forms and functions.  
 

We will in the future increase the spatial and temporal 

resolution of the data by sampling in 3D with a good precision 

in space (e.g. by using confocal or biphotonic microscopic 

information), in time (e.g. by using the cine-microscopy) and 

in function (e.g. by using the Raman vibrational, infrared,..., 

spectro-microscopy), in order to detect precisely the frontiers 

between the successive phases of the morphogenetic process 

of revolution symmetry breaking in the embryo, i.e., i) the 

morphogen diffusion, ii) the cell migration, iii) the bottle cell 

differentiation, iv) the streak contraction and v) cell the 

proliferation ensuring vi) the tube closure.  
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